NEW ENCOUNTERS. TIMELESS PLEASURES.

May 2021 bring you an abundance of joy, love and success.
With much appreciation for your support from all the Niccolo Hotel Teams

STAY A LITTLE LONGER

Don’t forget to treat yourself to some relaxation time over a stay of two nights or more and benefit from 22% off at your choice of Niccolo Hotels.
Valid for stays until 17 January 2021.

AWARDS & ACCOLADES

As the Beacon of the Future, Niccolo Soho, prepares for its opening in the second quarter of this year, the hotel has recently been recognised as one of 2021’s Most Anticipated Hotel Openings in mainland China.

PARTNERING FOR THE FUTURE

Uniquely craft, Nicola Changsha presents a short film featuring Captains of Industry and Leaders in Style, and their contemporary chic experiences.

Heritage Tourism Brands

As part of Hong Kong’s Heritage Tourism Brand, Peking Duck Chef de Cuisine, Alexandre Viohl of The Peninsula, Hong Kong shares his tips for keeping divers nourished and safe.

NICCOLO LECTURES

Niccolo Lectures – Explore the Sky Sanctuary. A design, architecture and visual art dialogue created in the Conservatory, level 62 of Niccolo Changsha.

LEADERS IN STYLE – SHE GROWS

Niccolo Changsha co-hosted its recent Niccolo Lectures with SheCocks, inviting fashionistas, Leaders In Style and Experience Donates for a dialogue on female leadership.

EXPLORE THE SKY SANCTUARY

Niccolo Lectures – Explore the Sky Sanctuary. A design, architecture and visual art dialogue created in the Conservatory, level 62 of Niccolo Changsha.